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comprehensive review of your service record did not support an eligibility determination for an 
AM.   
 
You contend that an error of omission occurred and that you should receive a second AM.  You 
submitted a copy of a signed AM certificate from 1968 you discovered during a review of your 
service record for genealogy and book writing purposes. 
 
As part of the review process, the Board requested an opinion from the Navy Department Board 
of Decorations and Medals (NDBDM).  The NDBDM determined and opined after reviewing all 
of the available evidence and the pertinent policies, procedures, and past practices, that you were 
not entitled to an AM with one bronze star device. 
 
The NDBDM reviewed evidence taken from the official Department of the Navy central awards 
file.  NDBDM noted that the records indicated that, in October 1967,  disapproved the 
AM recommendation and, in December 1967,  disapproved the DFC 
recommendation.  The NDBDM observed that no official records contained any indication that 

 ever reconsidered the AM disapproval.  Additionally, the NDBDM noted there were no 
entries in the minutes of the Navy Department Board of Decorations and Medals indicating your 
case was ever reconsidered at the Secretarial level.  The NDBDM also noted there was no 
substantiation of the second AM award within your service record.  Based on the presumption of 
regularity in government affairs, the NDBDM determined your official records were accurate 
and complete.  The NDBDM concluded by opining that you failed to present sufficient evidence 
to overcome the presumption of regularity and that relief was not warranted in your case.   
 
The Board, in its review of the entire record and petition, considered your contentions and your 
materials submitted.  However, the Board unanimously determined, even after reviewing the 
evidence in the light most favorable to you, that at the present time you do not merit an AM with 
one bronze star device.  The Board concurred with the NDBDM’s overall assessment and 
determination that your awards were disapproved by either  or  in 1967, 
and not reconsidered by higher authority.  The Board also determined that you did not submit 
sufficient evidence to overcome the presumption of regularity with government affairs.  
Accordingly, given the totality of the circumstances, the Board determined that your request does 
not merit relief.     
 
The BCNR sincerely appreciates, respects, and commends you for your Honorable and faithful 
service in Vietnam and over your entire distinguished military career.   

You are entitled to have the Board reconsider its decision upon submission of new matters, 
which will require you to complete and submit a new DD Form 149.  New matters are those not 
previously presented to or considered by the Board.  In this regard, it is important to keep in 
mind that a presumption of regularity attaches to all official records.  Consequently, when  

 

 

 






